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The Mas ter Bedroom in the re-des igned Owner's  Suite onboard Marina and Riviera. Image credit: Oceania

 
By ST AFF REPORT S

Ralph Lauren takes to the seas in new home furnishings push

U.S. fashion label Ralph Lauren is diving into the cruising business, providing the furnishings for suites on a luxury
line.

Click here to read the entire story

Trussardi takes its designs to inanimate objects

Italian fashion label Trussardi is designing and dressing for a different kind of client in a holiday special.

Click here to read the entire story

Sustainability can no longer be ignored in business

As more consumers become concerned with the health of the planet and additional scientific discoveries about
environmental risks are made, sustainability in luxury and business as a whole is no longer optional.

Click here to read the entire story

Thermador innovates dishwashing in home with new features

Luxury appliance maker Thermador is introducing a line of dishwashers designed specifically for those who like to
entertain.

Click here to read the entire story

La Prairie creates a new skin caviar with a special recipe

Swiss skincare label La Prairie is merging marketing, beauty and science together for an innovative twist on a
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previous product.

Click here to read the entire story

Jaguar supports pedestrian safety with audible tech

British automaker Jaguar is making a push for accessibility by developing a solution to an emerging problem created
by the rise of quieter electric cars.

Click here to read the entire story
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